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Reteber 15, 1941.

Dr, F. *. Burnet
Walter & Fliga Hall Inetitute of Research
Melbourne, Australia

Dear Doctor Burnet:

I want to thank you most. heartily for sending me your beauti-
ful monograph on the "Production of Antibodies". It arrived to-
day and T have already read it from cover to cover with absorbed
interest. It seems to me that jou have picked out the soundest
part of Bergmann and Niemann's work on which to base your theory -
the analytical part and calculations in their work will certainly
have to be revised. I hava never taken the Brein]l-Haurowitzs-♥lMudd-
Pauling theory as literally as the various authors! similes and
diagrams might lead the reader to suspect they did, and for this
reason I think your protease-modilication concept is in general
harmony with the underlyin: ideas of the older t-eory, and as you
have shown, is a more reasonable expreseion of present knowledge.
I am glad, too, that your theory and Dr. Sabin's seem assentially
different aspects of the same mechanism. If you hxve not already
sent her a copy T shall chow her wine when she coves East tiis
winter. To am sure she will be sreatly pleased.

I was also mach interested in the slow ard lasting antibody
response to the C16 'phege ard sour other data on primary and
seconiary responses. Do you think, however, that a logarithmic
increase of "titer" necessarily means an ecually creat increase
in antiLoody concentration? The mere fact that 25 to 35 per cent
of cross-reacting anti-Ea or anti-S VITI can be removed with no
appreciable loss in "titer" sug:-asts that actual antibody content
may change quite differently. And again, apropas of p.68, is it
not probable that pneumococci are as "good" antivens as Salmonella,
for if 1 mg. of anti-S I, II, or LIT nitrogen per ml. corresponds
roughly to an agglutination titer of 1 to 1000, an anti-0 or -H
titer of 18100 000 cannot mean 10U mg. of antibody nitroger per ml.,
singe sera do not contain even that mach protein. Rather, the
cembinin; proportions of antigen and antiboly in ☁he ☁wo sstens
are so different that comparison of "titers" leads to impossible
results. I bring up these very minor points because they are close
to experiments we have done.

I am very glad that some of the work of this laboratory has
been of help in the evolution of your ideas on antibodies. AS a



poor return for your monograph, I ar sending under separate cover
a few recent reprints, including several on the extension o: the
quantitative method and theory to complement and its behavior. We
also have some experiments under way which will eventually, I hope,
throw light on the peculiar antibody response of the ungulates.

Agatd Wit!☁Weny thanks and all good wishes,

Sincerely yqura,

BH/m Michael Heidelberger.


